Graphic Design Pathways

- DIPLOMA OF GRAPHIC DESIGN – CUA50715
- ADVANCED DIPLOMA OF GRAPHIC DESIGN – CUA60315
- BACHELOR OF ILLUSTRATION – HEVAILL
- MASTERS OF CREATIVE INDUSTRIES – HECAMCI

**Qualification**

- DIPLOMA OF GRAPHIC DESIGN CUA50715
  - Entry Requirements
  - Interview/Folio

- ADVANCED DIPLOMA OF GRAPHIC DESIGN CUA60315
  - Entry Requirements
  - Pathway or interview/Folio

- BACHELOR OF ILLUSTRATION HEVAILL
  - Entry Requirements
  - Pathway from Advanced Diploma of Graphic Design
  - VCE (Year 12)
  - interview/folio presentation

- MASTERS OF CREATIVE INDUSTRIES HECAMCI
  - Entry Requirements
  - Undergraduate degree in a Creative Arts discipline or other appropriate area, such as Arts Management or Arts Education with a credit average awarded by a recognised university or tertiary institution.
  - Alternatively (for prospective applicants without a completed undergraduate degree) - candidates must have a minimum of five years full-time equivalent work or creative practice experience in creative and performing arts or in an industry position related to creative and performing arts.
  - Interview

**Career outcomes**

- Designer
- Web design
- Multi Media Artist
- Online Design Developers
- Graphic Artist
- Graphic Designer

- Graphic design
- Product design
- Product Illustrator
- Web designer
- Design studio assistant

- Self employed - Artist/Designer/Creative
- Illustrator, new Media Artist working in - contents and games, Film and Animation
- Creative Consultant
- Events Manager
- Exhibition Designer
- Curator

- You will find employment through creative enterprise, as an arts professional
- Practising artist
- Self-employed arts entrepreneur
- Arts in the public service sector
- Academic creative arts employment

**LEGEND**

The information provided in this document is intended for informational purposes only and is subject to change without notice. Training may be delivered with Victorian and Commonwealth Government funding.
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